
Methods. Adopting a case analysis method, this paper focuses on
system for payment of Skilled Nursing Facility under Part A of the
Medicare program—Patient Driven Payment Model, and dis-
cusses the implementation plan of a long-term care insurance
in Jingmen City from the perspectives of payment methods, pay-
ment grouping and payment standards.

Results. Currently Jingmen adopts per-diem payment for long-
term care insurance, so it is necessary to establish a payment
based on population characteristics and demands. So, the patients
should be classified into a group for each of the five case-mix
adjusted components: physical therapy, occupational therapy,
speech therapy, nursing and non-therapy ancillary. In addition,
this payment model also includes a “variable per diem adjust-
ment” to account for the changes in patient costs more accurately.

Conclusions. The theoretical system of a long-term care insur-
ance payment method is developed, and a localization plan for
case-mixed-adjusted prospective payment system for long-term
care insurance is provided. Therefore, Jingmen long-term care
insurance payment should adopt “case-mixed adjustment”,
strengthening the relationship between individual clinical charac-
teristics and payment.
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Introduction. Malignant tumors have become amajor public health
problem and their treatment cost is increasing rapidly in China, but
treatment aimed at healing diseases or extending patients’ life.
There is little empirical research on utilization of healthcare resources
of terminally ill cancer patients. In order to explore the optimal treat-
ment decision for patients and provide information for relevant deci-
sion makers, this study analyzed the consumption status of medical
resources in patients with cancer during the whole treatment period,
and the currentmedical resource utilization efficiency in different lev-
els of hospital for end-stage cancer patients.

Methods. This study was based on the clinical treatment and pay-
ment data of 2,536 cases of patients with lung cancer from the
medical insurance database during the period of 2007 to 2014
in Hubei province. We retrospectively analyzed patients’ medical
expenditure and utilization of different medical resources during
their whole treatment period as well as at the end stage.

Results. The per capita inpatient expenditures of patients under 50
years old was 193,000 CNY (27,451 USD), while that of the patients
over 70 years were 80,000–90,000 CNY (11,379–12,802 USD).
Secondly, the medical expenditures spent during the last 6 months
of life accounted for 66.1 percent of the total expenditures. Lastly,
the medical expenditure spent in tertiary hospitals accounted for
95.3 percent of the total expenditure, and the expenditure was
14,200 ± 17,030 CNY (2,019.82 ± 2,422.36 USD) per visit.

Conclusions. Population aging is not the only factor causing the
rise of medical expenditure. The unclear objectives of treatment
and the reverse of medical resource allocation are also important

factors to boost the growth of medical expenditure. It is necessary
to improve the healthcare insurance payment system, strengthen
the capacity of primary medical institutions, and develop the pal-
liative care system in China.
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Introduction. The scientific application of clinical evidence-
based guidelines can reduce the variability of clinical practice,
and standardize clinical diagnosis and treatment pathways. At
present, many evidence-based guidelines on Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) prevention have been
issued in countries around the world, but the procedures and
evaluation strategies developed by different guidelines are not
the same. This study aimed to evaluate the quality of published
clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) relating to COPD using the
Appraisal of Guidelines for Research and Evaluation II (AGREE
II) instrument.

Methods. Databases were systematically searched PubMed,
EMBASE, Wan Fang, and CNKI as well as guidelines websites
on COPD prevention and treatment. The search period was from
inception of the database up to May 2019. The inclusion criteria
for this study are as follows: (i) published and in accordance with
the definition of the practice guidelines; (ii)the main target popula-
tion is COPD patients with the diagnostic criteria of the 2019 edi-
tion of the global initiative for COPD (GOLD), and the content of
the guideline is related to the prevention and treatment practice of
COPD; (ii) the same guide is included in the latest updated version;
(iv) the published language is English or Chinese. Guidelines that
met these inclusion criteria were evaluated for the quality of the
AGREE II guidelines. Then, a descriptive analysis was made of
the consensus that exists in the guidelines.

Results. A total of fifteen guidelines/Consensuses Statements were
included in the study. Two guidelines were assessed as recom-
mended, eleven guidelines were assessed as recommended with
modifications and two guidelines were not recommended. The
mean scores of the included guidelines in the six domains
(scope and purpose, personnel involved in guideline development,
rigor of development, clarity, applicability, independence) were 90
percent, 72 percent, 49 percent, 96 percent, 60 percent, 69 percent,
respectively. Thus, the study identified a consensus that disease
risk factors and recommended interventions were mentioned in
the guidelines, and that they comprehensively evaluated the qual-
ity of guideline reporting to provide reference for standardizing
the development of practice guidelines for COPD in China.

Conclusions. The overall methodological quality of COPD CPGs
should be improved. The key recommended areas for improvement
include standardization of guideline report writing and synthesis of
the latest and best evidence, to develop CPGs for COPD to improve
the quality of clinical diagnosis and treatment for COPD.
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